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ABSTRACT

Scalar methods for multicomponent data processing require in principle separate wave
modes. A method for wave mode separation in the presence of topography is proposed
and tested on synthetic seismic data, generated over a complex geology model with a 2D
elastic FD method. The resulting data are migrated using two preSDM approaches, Kirch-
hoff and PSPI, which also take into account the rough topography. The seismic images
obtained show the challenging characteristics of these data; the methods provide insights
into approaches that can be rewarding for elastic wave processing in complex settings.

INTRODUCTION

In current practice, processing of P and S wave data in multicomponent technology is
carried out by one-component scalar methods, which require separated wave-modes. It is
usually assumed that the vertical component signal corresponds to P -wave, and the hori-
zontal one to S-wave, which is a reasonable approximation for approximately flat settings
with a low velocity Near-Surface (NS) layer. However complex areas can include rock
outcrops with high velocity, rough topography, and NS heterogeneity over short distance.
These properties may have a significant effect on reflections from depth interfaces at depth,
and violate the flat surface normal incidence assumptions.

Potential advantages have been identified in methods for wave-mode separation of mul-
ticomponent data (see e.g. Van der Baan, 2006). A method taking into account that a seis-
mic wave recorded at the free surface is the result of the interaction between the incident
wave, propagated through the body of the medium, and the free surface, was proposed by
Dankbaar (1985). Its application to a setting with rough topography is investigated in this
work.

On the other hand Prestack Depth Migration (preSDM) is considered the most appropri-
ate imaging method in complex areas (Gray et al., 2001). It usually assumes a flat surface,
which simplifies processing and interpretation. However, this method can be insufficient in
the case of complex areas, with rough topography. These shortcomings have encouraged
the investigation into methods that better honor wave equation propagation laws, such as
migration from surface (Gray and Marfurt, 1995), without a flat datum assumption. An in-
vestigation into preSDM from a rough surface, applied to multicomponent data is presented
in this report.
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First, a wave mode separation method, taking into account the free surface effect in the
presence of rough topography, is presented. Next, two preSDM methods from topography,
each a different approach, are introduced. A synthetic multicomponent 2D data set, gen-
erated from a geological model with topography and complex structure, illustrates these
methods. Work on the same topics have been presented previously in CREWES Reports
(Guevara and Margrave, 2011; Guevara et al., 2013). In this work, the methods have been
extended, more accurately defined and applied to a common data set.

THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES

The free surface effect and wave mode separation with topography

The free surface effect

Reflection data recorded at the free surface do not correspond to a body wave traveling
through the medium, since reflections and wave mode conversions are generated at the free
surface, and the images on both vertical and horizontal components results from this inter-
action. This phenomenon is known as the free-surface effect, which depends on the angle of
incidence and the elastic properties of the near-surface (e.g. Meissner, 1965). The relation
between the incident P and S-waves and the recorded x and z components is expressed as
the free-surface response coefficients, obtained from the boundary condition of no stress
at the free surface, and assuming an incident plane wave, which can be represented by its
horizontal slowness p. Thereby, according to Dankbaar (1985), the free surface response
coefficients Rχ

% as a function of the slowness p and the NS velocities VP and VS are:
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Figure 1 illustrates the wave mode decomposition at the free surface to obtain these
coefficients. Figure 2 shows an example of these coefficients as a function of the angle of
incidence for an S-wave, assuming a velocity model of VP 2000 and VS 1000 m/s.

Wave mode separation in the Tau-p domain

Since these coefficients are a function of the angle of incidence of a plane wave, they
could be applied to a wave field decomposed into plane waves. It can be obtained through
the Tau-p transform, as shown by Donati (1996), which is defined as:

RT [u(t, x)] = û(τ, p) =

∫ ∞
−∞

u(τ + px, x)dx , (2)
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FIG. 1. Free-surface effect: decomposition of P and S waves arriving at the surface, for incident
P -wave (PI ), and S wave (SI ). Coordinate axes are x increasing to the right and z increasing
downward. PR identifies the reflected P -wave, and SR the reflected S-wave. The displacements
are identified by the vector ~u, with a subindex for each type of wave.

FIG. 2. Example of the free-surface effect as a function of the angle of incidence for S-wave arrival.
VP 2000 m/s and VS is 1000 m/s. (a) Amplitude response, (b) Phase response. Red is the vertical
component and blue the horizontal one.
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where u(t, x) is a seismic data record in time and space, and the transformed û(τ, p) stands
for the data in intercept time (τ )-ray parameter (p) domain (Margrave, 2007).

The discrete Tau-p transform can be obtained in the frequency domain. Following
Marfurt et al. (1996), the discrete inverse Tau-p transform is:

u(ω, x) =
˜
T (ω, p, x)û(ω, p) (3)

˜
T is a matrix operator with discrete elements defined by

Tjk = eiωpjxk ,

such that equation 3 can also be represented in discrete shape as:

uk =

np∑
j=1

eiωpjxk ûj . (4)

The Tau-p transform can be obtained by least squares inversion according to:

û(ω, p) =
[
˜
T H

˜
T
]−1

˜
T Hu(ω, x) , (5)

where the exponent H means the transpose conjugate matrix, and −1 means the inverse.

Thereby, following Cary (1998), û(ω, p) can be considered the recorded wavefield in
the Tau-p domain, that is to say the incident wavefield times the corresponding free surface
response coefficient for the slowness pj:

ûχ% (ω, pj) = %(ω, pj)R
χ
% (pj)

where χ is the receiver direction (x or z), % is the incident wave (P or S). It can be
expressed in terms of space by the inverse Tau-p transform, according to equation 4:

uk =

np∑
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which can be represented as:
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Therefore the complete equations read:(
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which enables us to obtain the incident P and S waves by using the least squares inversion
algorithm as follows:(

Pi(ω, ~p)
Si(ω, ~p)

)
=
(
˜
B(ω, ~p, ~x)H

˜
B(ω, ~p, ~x)

)−1

˜
B(ω, ~p, ~x)H

(
uZ(ω, ~x)
uX(ω, ~x)

)
(6)

These equations allow us to find the incident Pi and Si-waves from the recorded vertical
and horizontal components, if the near surface velocities are known.

FIG. 3. Analysis of P -wave arriving at a sloping surface. Two coordinate axes are defined, x0-
z0 corresponding to the horizontal and vertical directions, and xξ-zξ to the directions parallel and
normal to the surface. PI corresponds to the incident PâĂŞwave, PR to the reflected P -wave, and
SR to the reflected S-wave.

FIG. 4. Angles of incidence for PS-wave and their relation with the horizontal slowness p.

Mode separation in rough terrain

The sloping surface seismic wave recording is illustrated in Fig. 3, with an incident P -
wave. The recording components are vertical and horizontal, but the normal to the surface

CREWES Research Report — Volume 28 (2016) 5
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FIG. 5. Flow chart illustrating the complex area wave-mode separation method.
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has an angle ξ with the vertical. Therefore, a coordinate rotation is required to apply the
method described above.

Figure 3 shows the coordinate system x0-z0, that corresponds to the vertical and hor-
izontal directions, namely the recording component directions. The horizontal coordinate
axis x0 increases left to right and the vertical one z0 is increases downward. The receiver
location is assumed as the origin of the coordinate axes. The slope angle is ξ, and the ro-
tated coordinate system is xξ-zξ. PI corresponds to the incident P wave, PR to the reflected
P -wave, and SR to the reflected S-wave. The relations between the recorded components
on the vertical and horizontal axes and on the axes normal and parallel to the surface are:

uzξ = uz0 cos ξ − ux0 sin ξ (7a)
uxξ = uz0 sin ξ + ux0 cos ξ (7b)

These equations allow us to rotate the data recorded in the vertical and horizontal directions,
after which the free surface coefficients method (equation 6) can be applied.

In the method discussed previously, the p values amount to angles of incidence at the
receiver (Figure 3), according to equation

p =
sin θ

V
=

∆t

∆x
(8)

Figure 4 is a sketch of PS-wave arrival on a sloping free surface to compare source gather
(CSG) and receiver gather (CRG) to select the right p in the Tau-p transform. G1 is the
receiver location to analyze. For a CRG, the Tau-p transform would use the ∆t between
two traces, namely the traces corresponding to sources S2 and S1. However this ∆t corre-
sponds to the angle θs. On the other hand, the ∆t between receivers G1 and G2, from the
CSG of source S1 corresponds to the receiver angle θg, hence it is the appropriate domain
to carry out the Tau-p transform.

On the other hand, the analysis must be local to the receiver since the properties can
change at each location, as has been discussed previously. A local Tau-p transform (Milk-
ereit, 1987) is a tradeoff for the requirement of local analysis and the Tau-p integral char-
acter. It is defined as:

u0(τ, p) =

∫ x0+δ

x0−δ
u(τ + px, x)W (x0 − x)dx

where u(t, x) is a seismic data record in time and space, x0 is the reference location, and
W (x0 − x) is a weight function that depends on the distance to the reference location.
Regarding the weight functionW (x0−x), a Gaussian function appears to be an appropriate
option taking into account its properties (Margrave et al., 2011), namely that it is a smooth
function, that the weight decreases with distance and that allows the reconstruction of a
piecewise signal. It is defined by the following equation:

W (x0 − x) = a exp

(
−(x0 − x)2

2σ2

)
(9)
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where a is the peak value, which is assumed one for our purpose, x0 is the position of the
center of the peak, x are the positions of the other points, and σ defines the shape of the
Gaussian with respect to the peak value, which corresponds to the standard deviation of
the Gaussian function.

The wave mode separation method for rough terrain just described in the previous para-
graphs, is illustrated by the flow chart of Figure 5.

Multicomponent migration with topography

Two preSDM methods were applied, Kirchhoff and Phase Shift plus Interpolation or
PSPI. Each one of them utilizes a different approach, namely Kirchhoff is non-recursive
and is based on an integral solution to the wave equation, whereas PSPI is recursive (or
depth-continuation type) and is based on a differential solution (Gray et al., 2001). These
methods are applied using the shot-profile scheme, which can help avoid aliasing in com-
plex areas, where source sampling is typically coarser and more irregular than receiver
sampling (Biondi, 2006). As illustrated below, two stages can be identified in the migra-
tion process: wave extrapolation and imaging condition.

Kirchhoff method

The theoretical model is derived from the Green’s Theorem that relates a vector field in
the interior of a volume with the same field on the surface (Shearer, 1999). The Kirchhoff
equation results, e.g the shape presented by Wiggins (1984):

U1( ~x1, t) =
−1

v

∫
S0

1

r

∂r

∂n

[
∂U0

∂t

(
~x0, t+

r

c

)]
dS0 (10)

which is a function that allows us to obtain the wavefield at a point in the interior of a
surface U1( ~x1, t) , as a function of the measurements on the surface U0( ~x0, t) (see e.g.
Shearer, 1999; Wiggins, 1984). Therefore it is an extrapolation equation, which can be used
for many purposes. Together with the imaging condition it becomes a migration method,
such as the following equation applied to zero offset migration with a flat surface:

U1(x1, y1, z1, t = 0) =
1

2π

∫ ∫
S0

1

rv/2
cos θ

[
∂U0

∂t

(
x, y, z = 0, t =

r

v/2

)]
dxdy

where
r =

[
(x1 − x)2 + (y1 − y)2 + z2

1

]1/2
θ is the angle between the z axis and the line joining U0 and U1, and t is the two way travel
time (Margrave, 2007).

Following Biondi (2006), the Kirchhoff method of shot-profile prestack migration in
2-D, for a point inside the media located at xε, zε, can be represented in a generalized form
as:

Is(~xε) =

∫
Σ

W (~xε, ~xs, ~xg)U [t = t(~xε, ~xs, ~xg), ~xs, ~xg] dxg (11)
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where ~xε = (xε, zε), W (~xε, ~xs, ~xg) represents the amplitude weight correction obtained
according to the Kirchhoff theory, U [t, ~xs, ~xg] the input wavefield with source at ~xs and
receiver at ~xg (a shot gather in this case), Is(~xε) is the migrated image, Σ is the migration
aperture, and t(~xε, ~xs, ~xg) is the two-way travel time between the surface locations and the
point inside the medium.

PreSDM for PP and PS waves with topography can be represented by equation 11.
The time t(~xε, ~xs, ~xg) is obtained from a forward modeling method, such as ray tracing,
over a velocity model provided previously. In the case of PS-waves it requires a velocity
model for P wave at the source side and for S wave at the receiver side. Figure 6 shows
the flow chart for Kirchhoff multicomponent PreSDM from topography∗.

FIG. 6. Flow chart for Kirchhoff multicomponent PreSDM with topography.

∗The code is included into the CREWES migration tools, under kirk_shotcz.m
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PSPI method

The 2-D scalar wave equation after the Fourier transform in the coordinates x and t,
that is as a function ˜̃U(kx, ω, z) , can be separated into two one-way wave equations. The
down-going wave is

∂ ˜̃U(kx, z, ω)

∂z
= ikz

˜̃U(kx, z, ω) = 0 , (12)

where

kz =
ω

v

√
1−

(
kxv

ω

)2

.

Equation 12 has the solution

˜̃Uz+∆z(ω, kx) = ˜̃Uz(ω, kx)e
(ikz∆z) , (13)

which can be verified by substitution. This is the Phase shift extrapolation equation.

The migration method based on this approach is known as Phase-Shift migration. How-
ever it cannot handle lateral velocity variations. A method known as Phase Shift plus In-
terpolation, shortened to PSPI, was proposed to overcome this shortcoming (Gazdag and
Sguazzero, 1984). Basically a number of Phase-shift migrations, each one with a different
velocity corresponding to lateral variation, is carried out, and the results are interpolated.

Additional proficiency was provided by the work of Margrave and Ferguson (1999) and
others, that allows more continuous variation of the velocity in x (see also Bale, 2006). The
preSDM method used in this work is based on this approach, according to Al-Saleh et al.
(2009). ∗ . The extrapolation equation (backward propagation) for the upgoing wavefield
Ũ(x, ω), according to Al-Saleh (2006), is:

Ũn∆z(x, ω) =
1

2π

∫ ∫ ∞
−∞

Ũ(n−1)∆z(x
′, ω)e−ikxx

′
dx′ei

√
k2n−k2x∆ze−ikxx dkx

where ∆z is the depth step size, n is the number of the depth step, ω is the temporal fre-
quency, kx is the wavenumber in the direction x, and kn is the magnitude of the wavenum-
ber vector at n. An analogous expression can be defined for the downgoing wavefield,
namely the source:

D̃n∆z(x, ω) =
1

2π

∫ ∫ ∞
−∞

D̃(n−1)+∆z(x
′, ω)e−ikxx

′
dx′e−i

√
k2n−k2x∆ze−ikxx dkx

The source implemented for this code is a numerical evaluation of the free-space Green’s
function G0 at the first depth level below the source, which is a better representation than
the extrapolation of a unit pulse, as shown by Al-Saleh et al. (2009). For 2-D it is expressed
using a Hankel function of the first kind H(1)

0 (see Al-Saleh et al., 2009).

∗The code is included into the CREWES migration tools, under pspi_shot_cwavez.m
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FIG. 7. Illustration of the space domain types in the PSPI migration from topography algorithm.

The deconvolution imaging condition, following Al-Saleh (2006) is:

I(x, z) =

∫ ωf

ωi

U(x, z, ω)D∗(x, z, ω)

D(x, z;ω)D∗(x, z, ω) + µImax(z)
dω (14)

where the asterisk (∗) means conjugate, and µImax(z) is a stabilizing factor. The integral
on ω amounts for the t = 0 corresponding to the imaging condition.

This approach allows preSDM from topography, as shown by Al-Saleh et al. (2009).
The relevant properties of topography are illustrated in Figure 7. The surface elevation as
a function of the horizontal coordinate is represented by zh(x). The receiver elevations are
zg, the source elevation is zs, and the lowest elevation is zf . The flow chart of Figure 8
illustrates the migration procedure.

The extrapolation below zf is just the usual for a flat surface. It is represented by the
function Φ. Above it we define the topography zone, where the extrapolation depends
on the location of the current elevation zj compared with the source location zs. The
extrapolation in the topography zone is represented by the function Φz, which is described
in figure 9. It allows the variation of properties in the horizontal direction x, since at the
same level it is possible to have locations inside of the terrain, on the surface, or above the
surface, which define what kind of extrapolation is required.

APPLICATION TO SYNTHETIC DATA

These methods were tested on a synthetic data set. In the following firstly it is described
the data set, then wave mode separation application is presented and finally the migration
methods are introduced.

Synthetic data generation

The geological model used to generate these data is illustrated in figure 10. Its dimen-
sions are 1000 m horizontal and 1000 m vertical. It includes characteristics such as rough
topography, represented by a hill with a slope of 16◦ and a height of 135 m above the
ground plane, and a complex geological structure, with a fault with 65◦ slope and a dipping

CREWES Research Report — Volume 28 (2016) 11
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FIG. 8. Flow diagram for prestack PSPI migration with topography.The depths zs,zg, and ztm are
illustrated in figure 7. The extrapolation function Φz is explained in figure 9.
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FIG. 9. Flow chart of the function Φz that carries out the phase-shift extrapolation with topography.

FIG. 10. Geological model with topography and structure to test the PreSDM methods. The left
and right hand sides are separated by an inverse fault. The surface shows a hill with 135 m high.
The target is the dipping layer.

CREWES Research Report — Volume 28 (2016) 13
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FIG. 11. An example of the synthetic records obtained with elastic FD difference modeling, corre-
sponding to shot 70 (x=700 m). (a) Vertical component (b) horizontal component.

layer with about 12◦ slope, which is assumed to be the imaging target. The velocities of
this layer are VP of 2500 m/s and VS 1250 m/s.

The synthetic data were generated with the Finite difference (FD) method, using a 2D,
elastic, isotropic algorithm, following Hayashi et al. (2001), which allows implementing an
irregular surface. Forty one shots were generated, from the location x = 100 m to x = 900
m, separated by 20 m. The receivers are on the free surface, separated by 5 m, for a total
of 200. Time sampling is 2 ms, and the record length is 2 s. The source is a symmetrical
Ricker wavelet with a center frequency of 20 Hz and a length of 100 ms, starting at zero
time.

Figure 11 shows an example of one of the resulting shot gathers, whose source is lo-
cated at x 700 m. Figure 11a corresponds to the vertical component and figure 11b to the
horizontal component. Many events can be observed on both records, principally P -waves
on the vertical component and S-waves on the horizontal, as usually assumed.

Wave mode separation

The wave mode separation method proposed above (Figure 5) was applied to the syn-
thetic data just described. The Gaussian gate (equation 9) was applied to the input with
standard deviation σ of 30 m, equivalent to six receiver locations.

The result is illustrated by Figure 13, corresponding to the shot gathers of Figure 11.
Figure 13a corresponds to the P -wave and Figure 13b to the S-wave. Arrival times calcu-
lated with ray-tracing (using the software Norsar-2D) show up in Figure 12, over low gain
records, namely P -wave arrivals in Figure 12a and S-wave arrivals in Figure 12b. Compar-
ing with Figure 11, it can be noticed that some of the events identified as leakage, namely
energy of the alternate wave mode, P -waves in the horizontal component and S-waves in
the vertical component, have been attenuated in Figure 13, and events properly identified as
the corresponding wave-mode by ray tracing appear stronger after wave mode separation.
However some of the leakage energy is still present, specially in the right-hand side.

14 CREWES Research Report — Volume 28 (2016)
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FIG. 12. Arrival times obtained by ray-tracing for the synthetic record shot 70 (x=700 m) on a low
gain seismic record. (a) P -waves (b) S-waves.

FIG. 13. Seismic events after wave mode separation for the synthetic gather corresponding to shot
70 (x=700 m). (a) P -waves (b) S-waves. Notice that leakage events (compare with Figures 11 and
12) have been attenuated specially at the far offsets, however other remain.

FIG. 14. Arrival times table examples for Kirchhoff migration (a) P -wave shot at x=400 m (b) S-
wave, receiver at x=600 m.

CREWES Research Report — Volume 28 (2016) 15
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FIG. 15. Kirchhoff PreSDM for the PS-wave using the horizontal component, without wave mode
separation.

FIG. 16. Kirchhoff PreSDM for the PS-wave after wave mode separation.

16 CREWES Research Report — Volume 28 (2016)
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FIG. 17. PSPI PreSDM for the PS-wave using the horizontal component, without wave mode
separation.

FIG. 18. PSPI PreSDM for the PS-wave after wave mode separation.

CREWES Research Report — Volume 28 (2016) 17
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Kirchhoff migration

Figure 14 illustrates the arrival times calculated with an eikonal equation software‡,
corresponding to the P -wave (source side) in Figure 14a and to the S-wave (receiver side)
in Figure 14b. Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the results of Kirchhoff migration for the PS-
wave, without and with wave mode separation. The depth location of the events agree with
the original geological model (Figure 10). After wave mode separation subtle differences in
amplitude can be noticed. Strong artifacts are present in both cases, which can be attributed
partially to the shortcomings of the algorithm when applied to complex areas (Gray et al.,
2001) and to PS waves.

PSPI migration

Figure 17 shows the resulting migrated PS data using the PSPI method without wave
mode separation. Figure 18 is the result after wave mode separation. The depths of events
also correspond closely to the expected depths in the geological model. However similarity
to the Kirchhoff migration in the previous section should be noted; there is just a subtle
difference, such that the benefit of wave mode separation is not apparent.

DISCUSSION

Previous work using a wave-mode separation method for a sloping free surface with
the same approach, presented in Guevara et al. (2013), shows the expected separated P
and S-waves. There are significant differences between that experiment and the example
presented here, such as:

• A more complex (but realistic) wavefield, was used in this work, since modeling was
carried out using FD, while in the previous work it was used ray tracing, which leads
to a more simplified wavefield.

• The deep geological model used in the earlier results did not included any structure,
but a flat reflector, compared with the complex model this time (Figure 10).

• The surface of the earlier model had a constant slope, compared with the hill shape
used in this case.

The wave mode separation in this work appears effective up to a point (Figure 13). However
the benefit of wave mode separation is not apparent in the data after preSDM. Migration
algorithms have shortcomings that have been discussed in the literature (e.g. Biondi, 2006;
Gray et al., 2001). However the result can also be attributed to shortcomings of the mode
separation method for such a complex problem. As an example, taking into account the
short-distance variation in properties, a local Tau-p transform was applied, however it can
introduce boundary artifacts. On the other hand the complex wavefield can overcome the
assumptions of the method, namely waves can arrive with an angle that perhaps the Tau-p
transform cannot find out with appropriate accuracy.

‡The eikonal code used is in the CREWES tools, called eikonal2d.m
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CONCLUSIONS

• We propose a method for wave mode separation for a complex setting, based on the
approach of Dankbaar (1985), taking into account the free surface response and the
topography. It requires the velocities for P and S-waves and the slope at the near
surface receiver location.

• A local Tau-p transform has been applied on the CSG domain, to obtain the required
plane wave decomposition at each receiver location. It appears appropriate assuming
that the relevant properties typically can change for each receiver.

• The example, from a complex model and using FD modeling, shows reasonable re-
sulting wave mode separation, even though with residual leakage. However the mi-
gration results are not as rewarding as expected, which could be attributed partially
to little free surface effect and/or migration shortcomings, besides that the method
itself.

• Both depth migration methods from the topography gave correct reflector depths, and
show the same structure, however with the presence of artifacts, partially attributable
to the migration algorithms.

• The method deserves additional analysis, such as to identify limitations in the theo-
retical model or the Tau-p transform application.

• The potential of the wave separation method for such a challenging environment can
be defined with additional more extended test, since it shows partial success. For the
current techology, linking P -wave with the vertical component and S-wave with the
horizontal appears good enough in most cases.
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